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Proposing a New Method for Query 
Processing Adaption in DataBase 
Mohammad-Reza Feizi-Derakhshi, Hasan Asil, Amir Asil 
Abstract— This paper proposes a multi agent system by compiling two technologies, query processing optimization and agents 
which contains features of personalized queries and adaption with changing of requirements. This system uses a new algorithm 
based on modeling of users' long-term requirements and also GA to gather users' query datas. Experimented Result shows 
more adaption capability for presented algorithm in comparison with classic algorithms. 
Index Terms— Queries Processing, Adaption, Agent. 
——————————   ?   —————————— 
1 INTRODUCTION
n recent years, use of adaptive query processing (AQP) 
has been increased as a solution to the problems of-
query optimization and execution –across relational, 
text or XML data regardless of whether the data is ac-
cessed locally ,from the web or etc. Much of this is moti-
vated by the emergency requirement of domains to opti-
mization of query processing. 
When Selinger‐style query optimization  failed,  the re‐
sult  (systems  flurry  and  creating new  algorithms) made 
vendors like Microsoft, IBM and Oracle to investigate and 
deploy adaptivity features of their database products. 
In  this paper we attempt  to articulate a  ʺglobal viewʺ 
covering  existing  techniques. Two particular dimensions 
we consider are planning space and the way of execution 
and  optimization.  We  also  discuss  about  benefits  and 
drawbacks  of  various  techniques  and  identify  open  re‐




ways  of  answering  to  queries  according  to  usersʹ  long‐
term  requirements  of  a  dynamic  and  large  collection  of 
informative non‐structural and semi‐structural units. 
2 AIM OF AQP 
Declarative queries are a central value proposition of the 
relational model, letting the users specify only what re-
sults they want without having to worry about the strat-
egy (plan) used to access and combine the data. Finding 
the best plan (query optimization) was addressed in even 
the first RDBMS- most successfully by Salinger's dynamic 
programming algorithm in system R. System R divided to 
optimization and execution. Over time this optimization 
approach has been improved (exploring more exhaustive 
plans, using histograms, adding cross-block query re-
writes), but the basic system R architecture lives on in 
most query processors. Unfortunately, using such a me-
thod has extended in new and various fields, too, e.g. da-
ta streams, wide area data sources and interactive query 
environments that approach has run into limitations. But 
it's possible to extend query processing optimization in 
other ways and we are going to present a method which 
can be optimized by long- term adaptive query process-
ing in database and genetic algorithm. 
3   PREVIOUS NON SELINGER WORKS 
Several techniques have been proposed to extend the 
query Optimization process to solve some of these prob-
lems: 
1. Incorporating feedback from previous query 
executions for better selectivity/cardinality 
2. Parametric techniques to systematically 
postpone making certain decisions as late as 
possible 
3. Least excepted cost and by optimization 
techniques which dispenses the possibility 
These techniques are based on static data details keep‐
ing and own  limited amplitude but  there are other  tech‐
niques which propose new ways via adaptive techniques. 
The followings are two techniques in this field: 
1. Selection ordering technique: selection ordering 
undertakes the way to exchange given set of 
commutative filters (selections) to all the tuples 
of a relation. In this technique new techniques 
are presented by using Greedy techniques and 
monitoring tuples properties continuously and 
adapting processes. 
2. Adaptive join processing: the design and analysis 
of adaptive techniques for join queries is more 
complicated than selection ordering. The space of 
execution is much larger and more complex. This 
technique divides queries to : 
• Independent pipelined executions 
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• Dependent pipelined executions 
• Non- pipelined executions 
And  presents  a  solution  for  each  one,  But  each  one  of 
pointed  techniques  has  its  own  problem  like  parametric 
query optimization, parallelism and need for   large memory 
of execution. 
Query optimization allows us to reach the goals of op-
timization. Usually, methods of query processing optimi-
zation in database are divided into 3 groups: 
1. Server: In this group of methods, it was tried to 
reach optimization goals by the changes 
performed on server, like hardware changes. 
2. Query: in this group, optimization occurs by 
some techniques and changes performed on the 
query. One of these methods is changing 
parameters of a query. 
3. Session: methods of this group do not apply in 
any of the above groups. Methods like 
paralleling, using cach place in this group. 
In this research trying to present a new method base 
from the methods pointed out on the third group for op-
timizing query processing in database. 
 GA  technique  is  a  global  repeatable  optimization  tech‐
nique which  receives  guidance  from  natural  ripening  and 
genetics.  GA  has  proved  its  successfulness  in  real  world 
problem  optimization  which  usually  owns  a  very  large 
working space. For this reason we can use genetic algorithm 
for reaching an optimized query. 
4 SUGGESTED ALGORITHM 
 In this algorithm we suggest a multi agent system by 
compiling query optimizing and agents. This algorithm 
attempts to prepare a personalized environment for users 
and also attempts to propose style of query based on us-
ers' query by data gathering technology. Therefore we are 
engaged with query processing and the ways of gathering 
and answering for queries. For gathering data using ge-
netic algorithms for producing a collection of optimized 
queries and by sending this queries and proposing me-
thod, answers for query by the previous data. 
Database of software sends query according to userʹs need 
and  replies  based  on  these  needs  and  queries.  These  soft‐
wares usually send queries to database, receive response and 
reply to the userʹs need. In these softwares sent queries were 
owned by  the same structure and  they are repeated as  time 
goes  by.  Therefore we  are  going  to  present  a method  that 
database identifies queries of the same kind over a period of 
time. This method also identifies more repetitive queries sent 
to  database  and  replies  to  this  query  by  distinct  execution 





1. For discovering user weigh of each vector, 
weighing method is used. Weigh of ith user of 
jth vector discovers by following frame: 
 
                     Wij = (freqi,j /max freqi,j)*(log N/ni)         (1)  
 
? N: Types of queries in system 
? n1: number of queries that K1th user appears in 
them 
? freqi,j: repeat times of K1th user in Djth query 
? max freqi,j: maximum times of repeat for all us-
ers of one query 
2. In this model for comparing two vectors in the 
field of similarity, Cosine of pented angel be-
tween these vectors is needed. 
                             T                     T                               T 
Sim (Dj, Qi) = (∑k=1djk.qik)/ (∑k=1 (djk) 2) (∑k=1 (qik) 2)        (2) 
 
 
3. Cardinality is gent conversion of input queries 
to optimized query by using rate of users' que-
ries from a particular type of query. Recho frame 
is one of common ways to calculate cardinality: 
                                                                                          (3) 
       Qnew=γQold+β/|Dr|*(λDr-_/|Dn|)*∑ Dj_DnDj 
 





But  this algorithm profile  structure  is  in  this  shape  that: 
ʺfor each user one profile definesʺ for modeling of usersʹ var‐
ious queries, each profile has divided  to some parties. Each 
party  shows  certain  user  queries  and  it  showed  as  a T di‐
mensions vector. (T: Number of users) 
5 OPTIMIZATION PROCESS 
Various queries are sent to database and there are some costs 
to pay on replying in each query. Usually sent orders are di-
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Input: collected Query 
Output: Suggest Process List 
 
1. Compare Each Process vector Dk whith its repected 
category 
ci, and then calculate its score 
Score (CI, Dk) =W ^C pass Sim (Desc C1…..) 
2. Rank scored query in decrwasing order _ 
3. Select highest style to prcess query 
 
Algorithm 1 – Query processing optimization process 
 





Input: new query processor 
Output: Updated Profile 
 
1. If new query (Dnew) is provided by the user as sample 
query then 
2. Begin 
3. In Profile Pj for each category C1, compare Dnew with ci. 
Relevance (c1, Dnew) =Max {sim (Desc ^C1 pass, Dnew)} 
4. Dnew Relates to the best matched Category Cbest 
Cbest=Arg max {Relevance (c1, Dnew)} 
5. End 
6. Else 
7. Cbest=Query category 
8. End if 
9. If Relevance (cBest, Dnew) ≥θ   then 
10 .Update Existing Category (p1, Feedback Type,α , 
Dnew) 
11. Else 
12. CreateNewCategory (pj, feedback Type, α , Dnew) 
13. Endif 
 
Algorithm 2 – User's informational requirements learning 
Algorithm in suggested system 
 





6 USING GENETIC ALGORITM IN QUERY CREATION 
This technique uses a genetic algorithm to reach opti-
mized queries.  
In  this  problem  users  of  one  profile  are  supposed  as 
searching space and  the goal  is  to  find an optimized syntax 














query  is average of φ  (ci, dj)  function  for  the number of m 
queries. This function is similar to style and way of answer‐
ing  for  a query, with  this difference  that here weigh  is not 
describer. Query is a non‐Boolean expression and some users 
using  it. Style of answering  for queries  is such  that  the sys‐
tem  checks  the  query  and  scrutinizes  group  and  user  that 
asks the query and then selects a solution according to previ‐
ous  adaptations  and  the  solution  answered  for  that  query 
and after that answers to userʹs query. 
7 SYSTEM EVALUATION 
This system has designed and simulated completely ob-
ject oriented and the agents which have a rule in this sys-
tem are: way of optimization and style of answering for 
query, creating profiles and updating them and execution 
of gathering algorithm and selecting way of answering 
them. 









accuracy of  learning  ability of usersʹ  informational  require‐
ments  evaluation  and  adapting  with  changes  as  our  first 
goal. Way of algorithm applying simulates in real system. At 
the  start  profiles  empty,  then  the  profiles  are  categorized 
based on query and style of answering. 
In  next  experiment  rate  of  adaption  and proficiency  are 
supposed and experimental  samples are  shown as  it  comes 





algorithm adaption  in  cases which  sudden changing occurs 
is high and pointed system has ability of query adapting. 





In this paper it's tried to introduce a new algorithm for 
optimizing database query processing based on users' 
long-term queries. Using this technique has some bene-
fits. The first one is existence of a clear model of require-
ments and users' queries, also style of their using of data 
banks and style of services answer to users' queries; also 
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